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^P	 ABSTRACT
This plan defines the management and implementation of the test
monitoring and control effort.
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2. PURPOSF AND SCOPE
The purpose of this plan is to provide maxivium confidence toward
mission success and to establish visibility into problem areas. The test
monitoring; and control plan provides a standardization of test methods,
conditions, and requirements where this standardization is not elsewhere
definitized in ERTS project documents. The procedures defined in this
plan will ensure immediate recognition of major test problems and will
place the proper management emphasis toward thorough and prompt
resolution of those problems.
The plan includes the establishment and maintenance of a system
which provides ready reference of day-to-day teat status and schedule
information for ERTS components, products, and systems.
The content of this plan is compatib1c with ERTS reliability and
quality requirements and, where applicable, will complement the ERTS
test and launch support plans.
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l	 3. APPLICATION
The plan encompasses the assurance of proper test application,
conditions, completion, and evaluation to requirements imposed from the
; nitial procurement at the piece-part level through incoming inspection,
manufacturing, compot ►ent, product qualification and acceptance testing,
spacecraft/observatory testing, launch site testing, and other on-site and
off-site testing including end-item testing by subcontractors and suppliers.
Typically, problems are disclosed through the lack of effective
recurrence control or of the seriousness of a single occurrence; however,
additional action would not normally be required on a single occurrence
over that which is usually employed. It is the responsibility of perfor-
mance assurance test monitoring and control personnel to review each
serious failure. The major sources of information that initiate test
monitoring and control activity are discrepancy reports, test discrepancy
reports, parts replacement requisitions, nonconforming material reports,
test records and build package data from receiving inspection, manufactur-
ing and test. Detailed analyQes performed by quality control and reliability
personnel on the discrepancy reports and test discrepancy reports high-
light problem areas associated with the design, vendor supplied items,
materials, manufacturing processes, testing, and inspection.
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^.	 4. ORGANIZATION
4. 1 RESPONSIBILITIES
The manager of performance assurance is respnnsitble for the
implementation and direction of the performance assurance test manage-
ment activOies, including a system of test monitoring and control ('I"MC).
It is the explicit duty of the performance assurance TMC engin-
eer to notify the manager of performance assurance by phone and follow-
up memo of problems which could impact cost, performance, schedule,
and other related topics. For example, where significant part problems
occur which are not reportable through the formal failure reporting sys-
tem, the manager of performance assurance is notified of the problem
and the steps being taken for correction. The problems would then
be documented on the status report display board in the test reliability
action center (TR.AC) as defined in paragraph 5. 1.
The responsibilities of the performance assurance TMC engineer
include:
0	 Coordinate test monitoring and control in contributing
organizations
•	 Review and recommend changes to test procedures to maximize
to maximize test data output
•	 Participate in failure review board meetings as a member of
the board
•	 Assist reliability in prep.-ring reliability demonstration plan
•	 Assure timely evaluation of test failures
•	 Review and approve subcontractor test monitoring and control
plans
•	 Maintain and update test monitoring status display charts
0
In addition to a staff of direct project support, designated persons
in each major area of effort within contributing organizations are assigned
7
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the responsibility of test monitoring and control activities. The primary
contributing organizations are:
•	 Materiel	 Assuring the incorporation of appli-
cable purchase requisition and
purchase order requirements
•	 Quality
	
Receiving inspection requirements
and testing
Manufacturing build and rework
testing
Qualification, acceptance, integration,
and software testing
Life testing and shelf life testing
•	 Reliability	 Design verification and failure
analysis coordination
•	 Components and	 Test failure analysis
Materials
Parts test procedure criteria
Parts and materials test information
and recommendations
Special confidence and evaluation
testing of parts or equipment
Review and verification of valid lot
qualification data for each applicable
procurement
4.2 INTERRELATIONSHIPS
The effectiveness of test monitoring and control programs is to a
large extent dependent on successful interrelationships of the project per-
formance assurance test mana k!ement staff and contributing organizations
with all other test and operational organizations involved on the ERTS
project. Advance test schedule information by these groups must be
correlated with the test monitoring organizations so that timely test status
information may be provided.
Identification of potential problem areas as well as recommendations
and actions on progress of remedial measures will be discussed during
each mornthly failure review board meeting. The summaries of test mon-
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environmental and prelaunch review activities.
The performance assurance test nionitoring and control engineer is
responsible for the coordination of hardware schedule changes betwe_n
interfacing organizations. This ensures that tests are performed on time
and that the equipment necessary for the tests is available and operable.
This assists in keeping the test plan in agreement with the schedule
changes. Problem areas or potential problem areas are noted on the data
control charts in the test reliability action center (TRAC). The manager
of performance assurance is notified by phone and memo. Also, the pc:-
formance assurance TMC engineer evaluates manufacturing/testing inter-
fares to minimize failures or problems occurring; during manufacturing
and testing which may result from manufacturing induced problems. This
provides the manager of performance assurance with an overview of pre-
ventive measures required to reduce failures or problems to acceptable
levels. An essential part of this task is to assure the prcmpt return of
failed equipment to the rework area for evaluation and rework. The
status of each returned unit is kept current on data control charts in the•
test reliability action center (TRAC). Units with potential schedule
impacts clue to slippage will be highlighted on the data control charts.
9
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S. 1 TEST RELIABILI'T'Y ACTION CENTER (TRAC)
Performance assurance test management in coordination with ERTS
quality assurance and reliability personnel is maintained it an action
center for continuous follow-up of bpacecraft assemblies, GDHS equipment,
and software. After an assembly completes fabrication and becomes a
functional test item, problems noted during testing are subject to TRAC
surveillance. Tracking of hardware will continue through subsequent in-
process operations until the unit is declared flight certified by quality
assurance and accepted by the test review board (TRB). Tracking of
software will continue through final acceptance.
The test reliability action center displays current project status data
on wall charts. The information presented is derived from test discrep-
ancy reports, failure analyses, incoming inspection, test schedules, test
logs, failure review board minutes, test review board minutes, TRW
Systems Group and outside alerters, and manufacturing data. Each dis-
play is portable and easily revised. Changes are made on a daily basis.
Typically, the charts are of the gant-type with minimum descriptive
captions to permit rapid review. Typical problem status reports are
shown in Table 5-1 and Figures 5-1 and 5-2. The TMC engineer's test
management's function in this activity includes but is not limited to the
following:
a) Maintenance cf the TRAC status board which includes
assembly identification, reporting document, responsible
engineer, reason for failure, location, action require :, and
need date.
V,	 Coordinate with responsible personnel to ensure that timely
action is performed.
c) Coordinate with quality assurance to ensure that effective
corrective measures are initiated to preclude recurrence of
the problem.
d) Maintain close coordination with reliability to assure adequate
interchage of analysis data with subsequent closure of the
item in the rYtonthly failure review board (FRB).
Assembly problems detected during environmental testing, space-
1	
craft integration, and system testing are also subject to TRAC surveillance.
Quality assurance personnel inspecting the test operations provide the
11
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Table 5- 1 . Test Monitoring; and Contro! Problem Status Report
Probable Suggested
Statement Date of Cause Corrective
of Nvmber First of Action and
Problem Oct urrences Occurrence Problem
(4)
Responsibility
ISIIll 1?1 (31
IC
Analysis	 Action on
of	 Correcti.e	 Effective I	Other
Problem	 Action	 Data	 I	 S/N's
16)	 1	 (7)	 1	 (8)	 1	 (9)
(1) Statement of problem - short description including unit, S/N, test, and date
121 Number , of occurrences - accumulated number of problems stated in (1)
(3) Date of first occurrence - first date of problem stated to 111
(4) Probable cause of problem - preliminary analysis results
(S) Suggested corrective action and re ► ponsibility shows suggested corrective action and name the person or
organization responsible for implementing.
(6) Ani ? ysis of problem briefly describes the results of detailed analysis, reference related memos, and reports.
(7) Corrective action briefly describes the corrective action required to correct the problem,
i g ) Effectivity date shows the date the corrective action will oe in effect.
(9) Corrective action on other S/N's lists the S / N's of other units where the corrective action must be applied.
action center with current status to assure maintenance of test status
visibility for management observation and performance assurance
follow-up. Copies of applicable documentation are retained at the TRAC
status board to provide further detailed information.
5.2 PROCUREMENT
5. 2, 1 Parts Screening and Control
Test monitoring of procurement activities begins with the placement
of requirements for purchase orders and continues until the procured
pats have completed the TRW Systems Group receiving inspection cycle
and the procurement data have been reviewed and accepted. For each
procurement, performance assurance test management assures:
• The provision of appropriate ERTS procurement requirements
for incorporation on purchase requisitions and purchase orders,
• Monitoring vendors' effort as necessary to verify compliance
with requirements
e Monitoring TRW Systems Group receiving inspection and screening
test procedures. Coordination with components and materials
groups to update criteria as necessary
12
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Figure 5- 1. Component Status Report
• "the review of TRW Systems Group receiving inspection, vendor
qualification, lot verification, and screening data to assure
acceptance of data for each procurement prior to parts use in
flight equipment
Lot verification and qualification data not in compliance with project
requirements is cause for rejection of the lot. For each applicable pro-
curement, this data is reviewed by a specialist for the category of parts
involved. Any deviations are made only with the approval of the manager
of performance assurance after careful consideration of all the
circumstances.
Receiving inspection planning maintains a log to ensure receipt of all
data for each procurement. In cases where the data is not received, a
written report of the status of the procurement is made to the the TMC
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Figure 5-2. Problem Status Report
engineer. This report is updated on a weekly basis. The TMC engineer,
in coordination with the responsible procurement group, assures the
receipt and verification of the data prior to release of parts for use.
Nonreceipt of the required data results in a rejection of the lot.
5.3 PRODUCTION
5. 3. 1 General
In-process documentation, including shop orders and fabrication
inspection process procedures identifies specific points for inspection
monitoring of fabrication and test operations. Functional testing of a
fabricated unit is initiated at the lolvest level of assembly in which the
unit becomes a configured functional unit, i.e. , ;nodule level. Bench
tests are conducted in accordance with app r oved procedures and monitored
by inspection. Succeeding stages of bu id-up from the rnodule level to the
subassembly and complete assembly also require functional testing to
determine acceptability of the unit for further fabrication processing.
Test data generated as a result of the testing effort is maintained by
quality assurance personnel for engineering review and evaluation.
0
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;5. 3. 2 Development 'restingg
Performance assurance test management is conducted on an infor-
mal basis during the development and early engineering test phases. A
coordination effort with appropriate design and test engineering personnel
is initiated to assure that necessary tests and inspections are planned to
adequately verify all requirements of the drawings and specifications
having an effect on life, interchangeability, function, and safety during
all phases of production through spacecraft assembly and integration
testing.
5. 3. 3 Test Planning and Procedures
Performance assurance test management is initiated during pro-
duction bench testing of in-house fabricated items. Following test pro-
cedural review, a planning sheet is developed outlining specific
characteristics in which inspection surveillance of test operations must
be made and appropriate data recorded. This effort follows initial check--
out of the procedure and necessary debugging of the operation to assure
compatibility of urocedures, test equipment, and test personnel. Prior
to subsequent testing the TMC engineer participates in resolutions of test
procedure changes which become apparent during the testing operation.
The '.2T'S con i ura for management plan outlines  h	 t o	 r
	 f g t	  g nre p'.. a meth d  fo changes
to test procedures.
5. 3. 4 Production Testing
The test procedures and inspection instructions indicate the
appropriate equipment and method employed to measure specific param-
eters to determine acceptability of the part. To preclude possible damage
to deliverable hardware by exposure to test conditions which have not been
adequately verified, it is a function of the TMC engineer to assure imple-
mentation of proper controls during test operations to verify:
• Adequate provisions are made for prerequisite calibration checks
• Periodic maintenance of the test set
• Set-up and operation of the test equipment
15
Monitoring of functional bench teL-ts of FRTS flight/ spare hardware
fabricated within TRW Systems Group or by a TRW subcontractor will be
conducted by performance assurlince test management to:
• Determine adequacy of test requirements
• Assure consistency of the test procedure with specified
engineering requirements
• Assist in the establishment of proper failure reporting, investi-
gation of failures, and initiation of adequete corrective action to
prevent recurrences
a Assist in the evaluation of test results to assess unit accept-
ability, as required
• ?Aaintain a record center of functional testing in configured end-
-items to identify areas which require follow-up action
• Assist in the disposition of units reported on a test discrepancy
report/ nonconforming material report, as required
5. 3. 5 P roduction Test Data Analysis
The TMC engineer, in obtaining the test data and results of unit tests
performed prior to subsystem testing of the spacecraft, performs an
analysis of the unit's significant parameters. Excluding normal variations
in operating parameters experienced during testing, abnormal behavior of
the unit can be detected and unfavorable trends corrected to prevent cata-
strophic failures. This function also identifies areas of borderline quality
for initiation of necessary changes or those requiring further study.
5.4 INTEGRATION TEST MONITORING AND CONTROL
5.4. l General
TRW Systems Group performs numerous tests on components
(assemblies) to ensure that the units are flight qualified and certified for
flight system integration. Performance assurance test management
activities augment this effort to afford maximum confidence. Test moni-
toring is implerriented in conjunction with the unit design and test require-
n!ents consistent with the observatory and ground data handling system
cperational parameters. This information includes the identification of
tests monitored, types of test data collected, and an analysis of per-
	 •
formance for reliability and rest evaluation.
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{5.4.2 Qualification Testing
Quality assurance test inspection observes all qualification test
operations, validates data, documents the results, and reports problems
in accordance with the procedures defined in the malfunction reporting,
quality, and reliability program plans.
A qualification status record listing the specific environment.i,
environmental levels, and duration to which a newly designed component
is subjected is maintained. The extent of testing or retesting for ERTS
modifi--d design equipment will be evaluated by a board including t he TMC
engineer as a member. 	 The extent of an testing or retesting is estab-
lished by this board. 	 The equipment will successfully pass these test
conditions prior to being; considered flight qualified.
. 4. 3 Acceptance Testing
Functional acceptance bench tests are performed on all fun.--tional
components (assemblies) upon completion of fabrication and prior to
exposure to environmental test requirements. TMC engineering cogni-
zance of these tests is initiated for tracking of unit test status through
completion, and readiness for spacecraft integration. Performance assur-
ance test management responsibilities during this phase of in-process
testing includes but is not limited to:
• Monitor teat specifications and procedures to assure adequacy
and clarity of instruction for test preparation and testing
• Assure timely incorporation of test change records (TCR's)
when applicable
• Assure effective criteria anu methods for logging equipment
operating time
• Participate in management decision making activities
involving retest criteria or modification of retest
requirements
• Establish a system to perrnit deviations to the test procedure
sequence without waiver, when hardware jeopardy is not a
problem
• Maintain a list of flight certified units
17
5, 4, 4 Unit Flight Certification
A record of all fligl.t certified units is maintained by performances
assurance test management following; satisfactory completion of applicable
environmental tests and quality assurance review of test documentation.
Test documentation comprised of test records assembled into a data
package is reviewed for completeness and legibility with documentation
discrepancies and shortages corrected prior to final inspection acceptance
and flight certification of the unit.
Custodian of all unit data packages is the Space Vehicles Division
Product Assurance Data Center. Official project office concurrence with
all flight hardware and attendant test documentation is made during
test review board (TR.B) proceedings chaired by performance assurance.
Test data review by the NASA/GSFC representative is performed at the
TRB meeting with performance assurance assuming the responsibility for
resolution of open action items.
5. 4. 5 Shelf-Life Testing
—*N
Specific procedures for maintaining continued validation of stored
flight certified units (shelf-life testing) is developed and standardized for
all functional assemblies. Periodic retest requirements of properly
stored flight units is established jointly by performance assurance test
management and engineering and performed at contractually specified
intervals. Records of such testing will be maintained by performance
assurance and historical data on unit performance, malfunction, rework,
and retest maintained in the Product Assurance Data Center
5, 4. 6 Useful Life
A criterion will be established defining the allowable extent of
acceptance testing and retesting which may safely be applied to a single
deliverable end item without significant compromise to the useful life of
the item. Performance assurance test management in coordination with
reliability wall review each component assembly concerning its useful
life prior to launch to assure that the reliability of the unit is not
compromised.
0.
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_). 5 SPACECRAFT TEST MONITORING AND CONTROL
5. 5. 1 General
Spacecraft assembly and integration operations are conducted in
accordance with established procedures to meet mission objectives.
Detailed mechanical build-up procedures and electrical test and system
integration procedures are written for guidance of integration test and
inspection personnel. Engineering; drawing an,2.. specification requirements
are followed throughout with spacecraft inspection monitoring all activities.
This level of support is consistent with the requirements of the perform-
ance assurance plans for ERTS throughout the spacecraft/ payload integra-
tion cycle, during observatory environmental testing to NASA/GSFC
requirements, and during final integrated systems testing (IST) prior to
delivery to the launch site.
5. 5. 2 Spacecraft Integration Tests
Performance assurance test management milestones are estab-
lished during spacecraft system integration and includes the evaluation
of test results of specified component/ subsystem parameters. Test
deviations documented on test record sheets (TRS) are reviewed by the
TMC engineer and are discussed in post-test critiques to determine
.appropriate dit-positions. The TMC engineer participates in the resolu-
tion of reported anomalies in the following areas:
• Procedures change orders (PCO's)
• Test discrepancy reports (TDR's)
• Nonconforming material reports (NCMR's) and possible
requests for waiver and subsequent disposition
• Test change records (TCR's)
• Management decision making activities involving rerun of
the test or portions of the test
The TMC engineer participates in follow-up action resulting from
the post-test critique for final resolution and clearance of the item. This
functional effort includes design changes, test procedure changes, com-
ponent rework/retest, technical coordination with NASA/GSFC, and test
equipment evaluation, as applicable.
19
Performance assurance TMC milestones are established at the
following points during spacecraft build-up to provide a means of deter-
mining validity of the system based on pyramidal (building-block)
verification.
• Leak test following complete pneumatics subsystem installation
• Solar array  hinge post-storage torque-theta
• Data handling subsystem integration test
• Communications subsystem integration test
• Attitude control system integration test
• Spacecraft power profile test
• Spacecraft integrated systems test (IST)
TMC support during the integration of the payload, i.e. , DCS,
wideband video tape recorder, RBV camera, MSS, is provided, as
necessary to maintain continuity in reporting problems encountered on
the observatory.
5. 5, 3 Spacecraft Environmental Acceptance Tests
Test milestones related to vibrations, acoustic, and thermal-
vacuum/solar simulation to Sts are established as follows:
• Pre-environmental abbreviated integrated systems test (IST)
• Postvibration IST
• Postacoustic IST
• Delta V and ACS leak test
• Pre-thermal-vacuum IST
• Pcst thermal-vacuum IST
During post-test critiques in which test anomalies are discussed for
resolution, TMC participates in the review of the test results to deter-
mine the validity of the test.
20
I5, S. 4 Final Observatory Tests
Performance assurance test management effort following
satisfactory completion of spacecraft environmental acceptance tests con-
tinues through final predelivery observatory testing and closure of all
action items. This includes coordination with the ERTS project quality
office to ensure that appropriate corrective measures have been effec-
tively initiated to preclude recurrence of problems encountered. The
following performance assurance test management milestones are estab-
lished during the final phase of integration and testing:
• Final Observatory 1ST
• Battery capacity test
Final delta V and ACS pneumatics leak test
The TMC engineer in coordination with reliability reviews all open space-
craft test discrepancy reports (TDR's) to assure satisfactorily closure of
those reports prior to the observatory being placed in launch readiness.
TMC engineer is also responsible for assisting quality assurance and
reliability personnel in the compilarion of historical data, as necessary,
for presentation during NASA i GSFC acceptance of the observatory follow-
ing successful completion of the final prelaunch composite test.
5, 6 LAUNCH AND OFF-SITE [MONITORING AND CONTROL
5.6. 1 General
Observatory shipment to the launch site is based upon NASA/GSFC's
conditional acceptance of the contract item. All inplant tests have b%z,-.en
satisfactorily completed and test data thoroughly reviewed and maintained.
Test ! ecords concerning spacecraft tests and test data packages of com-
ponents installed on the spacecraft accompany the observatory to the launch
site for immediate reference by NASA/TRW,
5. 6. 2 Launch Facility Checkout
Prior to arrival of the observatory at the launch site, launch facility
equipment check-out and validation will be initiated in accordance with
approved procedures. In addition, shipment, installation, and check-out
of spacecraft/ observatory test equipment is conducted with inspection
21
monitoring of the operation in accordance with prescribed procedures.
The ERTS spacecraft project quality engineer will maintain communica-
tions channels with performance assurance test management on the stacks
of the launch preparation activity.
5.6. 3 Observatory Prelaunch Tests
Subsequent to satisfactory ehozk-cart and validation of the launch
facility equipment, while the obs, rvatory is installed on the launch vehicle
and interface connections made, the TMC engineer will audit the follow-
ing launch preparation tasks:
a) Spacecraft ordnance tests
b) On-stand observatory functional test
c) Observatory IST
d) Final delta V and ACS pneumatic leak test
TMC coordination with test and quality assurance personnel in post-test
critiques will be madt• to review the results of tests performed at the
launch site in comparison with the results of in-plant predelivery tests.
Any variations noted in specified parameters will be evaluated and appro-
priate action initiated to clarity and/or correct the inconsistency, as
applicable. Items documented by inspection on a TRS, will be reviewed
and dispositioned in a manner previously presented. TMC responsibility
during the launch preparations phase will include participations in the
resolution and/or closure of all TDR's written against the spacecraft.
Any TDR's remai.ring open at the time of the flight readiness review must
be of no consequence on the reliability of the observatory in its present
configuration.
5.6.4 Logistics and Data Support
Spacecraft flight spares will be maintained in a flight certified con-
dition at TRW Systems Group in support of the observatory launch opera-
tions- Certain test data records and supporting documentation will be
made available. as necessary, as launch operatior.s requirements dictate.
Maintenance of the test reliability action centers (TRAC) with back-up
data will be continued through the launch phase operation.
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5. 7 SPECIAL TEST MONITORING AND CONTROL
5. 7. 1 Software Unique Testing
To ensure cr mpliance with ERTS software requirements, software
test monitoring and control personnel will monitor the program tasting of
the automatic data processing software (ADPS) which wall be conducted
in four parts:
• Development testing
• Software integration testing
• Qualification testing
• Final acceptance testing
The following terms will be used by TRW during the program testing
phases of the ADPS cycle:
• Automatic data processing equipment. All programmable and
associated input-output equipment in the ERTS C'DHS
• Automatic data processing software. The collection of all
computer programs and data stored and utilized in the auto-
/	 matic data processing equipment
• Computer program. An ordered collection of instructions,
tables, and constants which constitute a single software entity
designed to perform a given task.
• Function. A group of computer programs working together to
perform a major task
• Module. A single computer program within a given function.
• Routine. The smallest collection of serial codes which has a
recognizable input and output and performs one or more tasks.
The testing phases are associated with the milestone requirements
for development of GDHS software as called for iii Figure 5-3.
5. 7. 1. t Software Testing Phases
Software Development Testing
Development testing will be specifically concerned with the testing
of the software modules and subsystems developed for ADPS. This will
include the development of detailed test procedures to be executed by
various development groups. The tests are defined as follows:
23
EVENT CONTENT
SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL ANDESTONE A OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
.IMINARY MILESTONE B IDENTIFICATION AND SPECIFICATION
SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS, IDENTIFICATION
AND DESIGN OF SOFTWARE ROUTINES
.IMINARY SOFTWARE NASA REVIEW OF MILESTONE B
IEW
ESTONE B CONTRACTOR 'JPDAT, OF MILESTONE B
ESTONE B ACCEPTANCE REVIEW BY NASA BEFORE
:EPTANCE REVIEW DETAILED DES I GNED BEGINS
ESTONE C DETAILED DEFINITION AND DESIGN
OF ALL SC:FTWARE INTERFACES. DATA
DEFINITION SPECIFICAT I ON WHICH
DESCRIBES THE DATA BASE AND
COMPUTING HARDWARE INTERFACES.
COMMAND DEFINITION SPECIFICATION, AIJD
OBSERVATORY-SOFTWARE CONSTRAINT
SPECIFICATION WHICH DESCRIBE THE
MAJOR EXTERNAL CONSTRAINTS
ERMEDIATE NASA REVIEW OF MILESTONE C
'TW.ARE REVIEW
LIMINARY DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF WHAT IS TO BE
ESTONE D PROGRAMMED. ACCEPTANCE AND TEST
SPECIFICATION, OPERATIONS MANUAL,
AND TRAINING PLAN
EICAL SOFTWARE SEGMENTED REVIF IA '", cY NASA OF MILESTONE
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Routine Testing. Tests will be performed to check out the operation
of routines and mathematical and logical modeling. The tests will suppert
design and development of the program components. The routines will be
completely checked out by the design personnel.
Module and Function Testing. These tests will be performed to
verify the validity of routine level interface requirements and to validate
the operation of the ERTS ADPS modules and functions on an individual
basis in accordance with the test requirements. The tests will be per-
formed after each computer program routine has been checked. Tests
will be designed to prove compatibility of the computational and format-
ting routines within a module or function.
Software Integration Testing
Tests will be performed to validate operation of the ERTS ADPS
modules and functions working in logical groups, to qualify the internal
interfaces among the routines, modules, and functions, and to prove the
compatibility of the computational and formatting routines and functions.
These tests will be conducted to validate all operational groupings of the
TRW functions prior to start of qualification testing.
Qualification Tests
Qualification tests formally demonstrate to the customer that
integrated functions and subsystems of computer programs perform
according to the overall system specification and are ready to use in
their intended missions. From the viewpoint of the customer-TRW
relationship these are the most important tests in the testing process.
For this effort, qualification tests can be considered at two levels:
preliminary and final.
• Preliminary qualification tests are performed on the overall
system as a complete, separate entity to ensure that thf. overall
system is ready for shipment to the user's facilities, if appro-
priate, to be incorporated into the total system. These tests
demonstrate, to the degree possible in a simulated environment,
that the overall Oystem satisfies the requirements section of
the design specification. The preliminary qualification tests
consist of conditional systems level testing in-plant.
System-level tests in-plant for OCC and NDPF validate the
operation of functions working in logical groups, qualify the
interfaces between the functions, qualify the interfaces with
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the hardware to the extent the hardware or simulated interfaces
are available, and qualify the interfaces with the software and
computer.
• final qualification tests establish that the overall system as
implemented in the total computer based system satisfied the
performance and design requirements given in the overall soft-
ware design specification.
Certain tests will be conducted at the operational facility.
They will be performed similar to system level testing as
conducted in-plant. However, the system at this time is
complete with all hardware and software installed and checked.
These tests will be performed in a much more compressed
time scale than in-plant testing.
e The operational test and demonstration of this phase is con-
cerned with preparing for and delivering the system to the
users. This phase will include training, orientation, opera-
tional readiness testing, and the preparation and submittal
of plans to satisfy these requirements.
Final Acceptance
Contingent upon operational capability demonstrated during 30 days
after launch of ERTS-A, final acceptance will be obtained by TRW from
the customer. TRW, at the end of the 30 day period, will have incor-
porated and documented all outstanding changes which resulted from the
on-orbit use of the total software.
7. 1. 2 Software Performance Assurance Responsibilities
Software Development Testing;
Development testing of the ERTS ADPS will include routine, module,
and functional level testing. The testing will be performed by develop-
ment personnel. Performance assurance test monitoring and control is
conducted on an informal basis during the early design and development
test phase and is coordinated with appropriate software programming,
engineering, and development test personnel to ensure that:
• A test plan is produced early in the design process to show
how test requirements of the design specification will be
satisfied
• The design is testable by developing programming standards
and conventions that specify the requirements and methods to
ensure the ability to test the computer program during design,
	 •
integration, acceptance, and operation
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• Critical tests are identified and detailed procedures are
produced
• Development personnel apply automated software checkout
and evaluation computer programs. These programs will
evaluate other computer programs to determine the exten-
siveness of testing and establish the need for retesting arcs
new test case design.
• Each critical test is performed and, as may be required,
the results documented for technical review, customer base-
line, etc.
The manager of performance assurance is responsible for all of the
formal post-development, software integration, qualification, and final
acceptance test monitoring; and control functions noted under each of the
following major test phases at TRW and at the subcontractor facility.
Although the forms and mechanics may vary at each facility, the formal
functions will be implemented in detail at each location.
Post-development certification will be performed by quality assur-
ance personnel immediately upon completion of development testing. This
function consists of a joint audit and signoff by development test engineers
and quality assurance personne. The audit and jgint.sigr.off consi .ts of
verifying the program configuration, test cases run, oiAstanding known
problems, changes incorporated, and tests not performed as planned but
scheduled for integration testing, and including documentation reflecting
the version as delivered. Any special operating considerations and
limitations will be identified and documented.
Software Integration Testing -
Upon completion of development testinr;, test monitoring and control
personnel, in conjunction with the integration and test group, will:
• Determine conformance to software quality test plan. Provide
to programmers, test engineers, and others an evaluation of
conformance to quality planning to aid in making effective use
of such planning for the adequacy of the operational callouts.
• Apply automated software checkout and evaluation to ERTS
operational programs. These computer programs will
evaluate other computer programs to determine the exten-
siveness of testing and rietermine the need for retest and
test redesign.
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• Contribute to the establishment of test procedure review and
approval policy, perform the reviews to enusre the adequacy
of the quality and test data requii cments, and provide the
criteria necessary to verify conformance to these requirements.
• Develop appropriate quality review checklists and assure that
test procedures do not go through the system "open-loop".
• Review executed test data for verification of test data to test
procedure parameters prior to continuance with other scheduled
tests, including clearing discrepancies encountered during test-
ing, open failure reports, and incorporation of change notices.
Qualification Test
Test monitoring and control personnel will establish surveillance
of qualification testing for the conditional systems level testing in-plant
for the OCC and NDPF, and the expanded tests at the operational facility.
They will
• Ensure that the total testing has been accomplished as
stated in test plans
• Monitor all failure reports
0 Monitor all change notices
• Compile status reports
• Verify that all changes have been incorporated
During operational test and demonstration test monitoring and con-
trol personnel will:
• Verify the accuracy of documentation for user requirements
for observation, training phase, and deliverable products
• Review the demonstration tests
• Advise responsible user personnel on turnover and shake-down
procedures
Final Acc epta nce Testing
r'inal acceptance testing is complete when 30 days of successful on-
orbit performance of the software has been demonstrated and all correc-
tions have been incorporated and documented.
•
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5, 7. 2 Data Collection Systems Testing
Provisions of the FRTS test monitoring and control plan as defined
herein apply to the data collection system.
^. 7, 3 Major Subcontractor Operational Testing
Applicable portions of this document will be included in major
subcontractor work state-Tients.
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APPENDIX A
APPLICABLE TRW ERTS DOCUMENTS
Reliability Program Plan
Quality Program Flan
Configuration Management Plan
Maintainability Program Plan
Plan for Soldering of Electrical Connections
Failure Reporting Plan
Observatory Test Integration and Launch Plan
Safety Plan
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